In gravitationally-bound regions (GBR), largest of which are galaxy clusters, metrics is averagely static and here objects, including radiation, do not participate at the cosmological expansion. In the paper the discovery of new observable effects for radiation crossed such regions -the redshift stasis and flux amplification -is reported. The stasis of wavelength appears as a blueshift with respect to a normally expanded flux and the stasis of distances between photons appears as a higher luminosity. Due to smaller inter-cluster distances at earlier epochs, the corrections to observing redshifts and magnitudes grow with distance. It is shown that the influence to the crossing radiation of switching off on expansion flow is significant and it may exceed up to two or three orders the ordinary gravitational effects of clusters. This sufficiently revises the estimations of characteristics of extragalactic objects and the confrontation with observations of cosmological models becomes correct only at accounting of these stasis effects. The stasis effects sufficiently change temperature of cosmic microwave background and its anisotropy also and lead to new blueshift effects, which particularly may appear in observations as a "dark flow". Clusters of galaxies are largest gravitationally-bound regions (GBRs) in the Universe. In general relativity (GR), at once after discovery of the cosmological expansion, it has been established [1-3] that the space-time metric in GBR and in its vicinity is averagely static, and the partial transition to the nonstatic cosmological metric begins outside a certain radius s r . Let the cluster's centre of mass is at rest under the cosmic microwave background (CMB). Then any local-inertial frame outside s r , also resting under CMB, has non-zero receding velocity from the cluster due to participation in the cosmological expansion. Objects in GBR ( s r r < ) do not participate in the expansion and behave as in a usual gravitational field. In such weak fields and non-relativistic velocities it is enough to use the Newtonian theory, in which s r is a "zero acceleration radius", where the "acceleration" Mps -1 is the Hubble constant, is balanced by its gravitational acceleration to the cluster of mass M :
Clusters of galaxies are largest gravitationally-bound regions (GBRs) in the Universe. In general relativity (GR), at once after discovery of the cosmological expansion, it has been established [1] [2] [3] that the space-time metric in GBR and in its vicinity is averagely static, and the partial transition to the nonstatic cosmological metric begins outside a certain radius s r . Let the cluster's centre of mass is at rest under the cosmic microwave background (CMB). Then any local-inertial frame outside s r , also resting under CMB, has non-zero receding velocity from the cluster due to participation in the cosmological expansion. Objects in GBR ( s r r < ) do not participate in the expansion and behave as in a usual gravitational field. In such weak fields and non-relativistic velocities it is enough to use the Newtonian theory, in which s r is a "zero acceleration radius", where the "acceleration" 
. Thus, at crossing of radiation through GBR of galaxy clusters the redshift does not grow, the intensity and other characteristics evolve as in a static world and become normal one (as in the expanding world) only after leaving this region. , where τ -is the cosmological proper time. At cosmic expansion a mean mass of clusters changes sufficiently slowly, than mean distance between them, so in the first approximation we can take 
which gives:
In any cosmological model for the luminosity distance 0 d corresponds some value z , which allows to find z from Eq. (7) and to compare the model with observations. But, since z δ is a correction to the data, it will be more likely to enter it to the data and the magnitude-redshift data tables represent in terms of z by reversing (7):
Let us consider the consequences of switching out on the expansion at crossing GBRs for the apparent luminosity of radiation. At propagation of photons in homogeneous space a source of absolute luminosity L would have the standard apparent luminosity [5] 
For radiation crossed GBRs l should be expressed through the observing apparent luminosity l as:
Here the magnification of l at redshift stasis is given by the coefficient . We use 558 objects of Union 2.1 compilation [4] -from total set of 580 objects 7 we remove as contributing to 2 χ larger 6, and for 15 we use data from [8] . To this set then we add three most distant SN 1a with At practically lower limit 0 0.15 f = for the fraction of GBR in the mean intercluster distance for the observing z from (8) we obtain practically lower limit for the stasis corrections z δ and corresponding z which are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 2 . As we see, the blueshifts z δ in the interval Main changing of paradigm will be in retreating from the statement about almost sterile propagation of CMB flow after the recombination (with small corrections to known effects) -the temperature stasis at crossing of many GBRs is sufficient and it radically changes the flow. Particularly, there appears a new explanation most part of the observing angular anisotropy as a last time stasis effect in nearest clusters.
As an observational evidence of such mechanism may be the apparent "dark flow" effect [9] , which may be in main part a predicting by the present treatment a relative blueshift due to the stasis effect's in GBRs.
More detail study of influences of the stasis effects to CMB, parameters of distant sources and the Universe will be presented in forthcoming papers [10] .
